Brief Project Description

North Lands Creative

Amount
requested
£
9,995.00

Paragon Music

£

9,624.00

Rosana Cade and Ivor
MacAskill

£

6,146.00

Highlight Arts

£

5,205.28

Take Me Somewhere
Festival Limited

£

8,095.00

Luminate

£

7,310.00

Luke Pell

£

9,990.00

Cove Park

£

10,000.00

Edinburgh Jazz & Blues
Festival

£

8,900.00

Wide Events

£

8,760.00

Inclusive Performing Artists training collaboration between Paragon Music and Fattoria Vittadini,
involving knowledge exchange and the development of future inclusive practice in Scotland and Italy.
Disabled and non-disabled leading performance artists, Chiara Bersani and Alex McCabe, will lead the
training and initiate a new youth inclusive performing arts movement.
A Queer Performance Practice Exchange between Glasgow and Hamburg led by Rosana Cade and
Ivor MacAskill in conjunction with Kampnagel and the Queer B-Cademy Festival:
• Creating new connections between artists and programmers in each city; and
• Significantly strengthening support for Cade and MacAskill’s practice in Germany and Europe.
We are applying for strategic partnership development funds for 2019, to support the delivery and
aims of our long-term project Highlight Arctic. We are looking for travel funds to attend the 3-day Arctic
Arts Summit in Rovaniemi in June, and the 6-day Nuuk Nordic Culture Festival in Greenland in
October.
A programme of activity for a delegation of artists and programmers from Italy, France and Germany to
meet with the Take Me Somewhere Festival team and our Artist Constellation. Taking the delegation
on a journey through the festival showcasing international and Scottish work alongside a programme
of tailored activities.
Exchange visits between delegations organised by Luminate, Scotland's creative ageing organisation,
and Kubia, the Centre of Competence for Creative Ageing and Inclusive Arts in North-Rhine
Westphalia, to share practice between Scotland and Germany, and explore possibilities for
future collaboration.
Artist Luke Pell will convene a group of peers from Scotland, Germany & Norway to interrogate artist
development, presentation and producing models for independent dance makers whose practices
speak to intersectionality, interdisciplinarity and ‘the outlier.’ This pilot will enhance and expand
collaborative opportunities for those working outside traditional infrastructures.
A new series of Cove Park residencies for artists based in EU countries. This programme will be
delivered in parallel with residencies hosted by EU partner organisations for artists based in Scotland
and will support makers and designers, filmmakers, performing artists and musicians, literary
translators, writers and visual artists.
EJBF wants to expand its European connections to include new partners from Italy and has identified
a strategic partner with whom to establish a long-term relationship: Fondazione Piemonte dal Vivo, a
partner organisation of the Piedmont Region in Italy, whose main purpose is to create a circuit for live
performances across Piedmont. This strategic partnership will enable us to create and build
international opportunities for Scottish musicians, fostering international ambition and excellence in
Scotland through collaborations and networks. Developing our relationship with such a key player from
Italy will also enable us to promote exciting and innovative work of the highest quality from established
and emerging artists from Scotland whilst providing international experiences and nurturing an
international market for these musicians.
The project will extend invitations to representatives from European music festivals to explore the
feasibility of each guest curating a stage at future Wide Days events. Its directors will also attend
partner events to determine opportunities for Scottish musicians and industry practitioners to
showcase and/or collaborate with their peers in the EU.

Feral Arts

£

7,560.00

Starcatchers

£

10,000.00

Applicant name

North Lands Creative and Abate Zanetti wish to develop stronger connections between the glass
studios and our associate artists from Murano and Scotland. This flagship project will develop
individuals and organisations both artistically and organisationally to safeguard studio glass
sustainability by building new partnerships and researching the possibilities of a shared spirit of
collaboration.

Subsidy is being sought for an 'outdoor arts' focussed artistic exchange and residency project between
Feral (Glasgow, Scotland), Oceanallover (Dumfries & Galloway, Scotland), Spoffin Festival
Amersfoort, Netherlands) and Misiconi (Rotterdam, Netherlands). The residency will have a particular
focus on inclusive/integrated practice, international models for large scale participatory outdoor
performance and sharing knowledge on frameworks for site specific work in Europe.
Starcatchers is applying for support towards the research and development of a new collaborative
project with partners from Spain, France and Norway which would to interrogate current practice and
advance future development in the field of theatre and performance for babies.

Edinburgh Printmakers

£

8,520.00

Project Ability

£

9,227.00

Deveron Projects

£

9,000.00

Street Level Photoworks

£

9,711.00

This project would develop and establish partnerships in Europe for “In From the Margins”:- a
transnational cooperation project between printmakers in Scotland, Greece, Ireland and other
European nations to establish “Studios of Sanctuary” offering residencies to refugee and asylum
seeking artists, and artists whose lives have been shaped by migration.
Project Ability invites learning disabled artists and their support studios from Spain and Germany to
our studio in Glasgow to work, exchange and network over three days to establish a progressive
strategy for the future.
Partnerlook! is an intercultural research programme between Deveron Projects/Huntly/Aberdeenshire
and ‘landmade’ in Strodehne/rural Havelland/Germany – facilitated through residency exchange.
Based on the threshold between art/craft, this multi-year participatory exchange aims to develop new
perspectives on behavioural patterns for the rural context in multiple European settings.
Two residencies catalysing a triangular link between remote Northern sites in Finland, Ireland and
Scotland, plus knowledge exchange to develop existing and new partnerships with agencies in
Germany, tapping into international networks, increasing visibility of new work and ideas to enrich
practices and research around Photography.

